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pproac the'4ik 'of suggesting-criteria for application of aversive
i with some degree-of reluciance.- l'he topic is difficult to approach
detached and .obJective war. The, concept of punishment tends to generate
recall of educatietnat methods which we would today consider both operationally..
,aMd philoOphically primitive. The Use of punishment suggests cruel, humiliating; ego-destructive experiences:
.

there' is a significant residuef the progressive education movement
in the schools today, it is awareness of the need for a more humane educational
environient. A significant outceme of the child study movement iss the creation
of More 'scientifically based, humane classroom environments.. Corporal punish,
gent is ndw illegal in most states and few knowledgeable professionals would
suggest thetit shoUld be otherwise.
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Why then should the topicof punishment and aversive consequences become
the subject of extensive research andsisquiry? Why are we again suggesting
that perhaps, under certain circumstandes..PhYsical forme/f punishment may.iii fact, be appropriate?'
0

.

Punishment, abether-phyaical or otherwise, in fact, continues today in
every classroom. Perhaps,becausi of our prevailing philosophical posture, .;
we in this country tend to,favor more covert and verbal forms of'punishment'
The lashing With a whip has been replacedwith verbal lashings: We have
would suggent,-however, hat
generally tended to avoid physical punishment.
you look very closely at the many forms of punishment which are common ace in
Aierican schools. Many sre subtle anddifficult to detect, but they are nevertheless Present. =They -are frequently far more dangerous and destructive to the
-child,than'some forms of aversive consequences currently being investigated.
0Emot One/ bla;kmail and threats of withdrawal of affection are commonplace
in Jisnylclas ooms. Sarcasm and other fonts of 'verbal punishment. are' equally
a teacher-may well be restricted by lawand collegial pressure
?prevalent,
giom,usin overt forms of physical punishment. however, there -may be little
.to deter the. use of these other:petentielly far more harmful forms of punisheacher aggression is Often masied.uider the guile of socially accepted
!went.
of, classroom control. If one can,look beyond the immediate emotional
fo
res Lion-to the concept of.aversiveeconseguence, One may find some forms more
h ane,,effective and' palatable than typal of punishment more commonly in use.

the

rposei this morning are two-foli. 'I would like to analyze some Of
dTAthical problems raised by intervention strategies Ala
tic
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ffort-to suggest factors.whIch should
be considered. I would hive also to
sistAn the establishment of-a Climate
of isrotrywhhre continuing research ,d development it possible. Effective
intervention strategies for severel and profoundly handicapped children are
to overlook or neglect techniques which
hardly. so numerous that we can aff
Can ameliorate some of the many 4 astating.deficits experienced by severely, 'aid profPundly handicapped'individuals.
'incorporate aversive consequence...in an

4

There.are two major problems which must be considered when'discussing
The first problem is the unpredictability of punishment particularly with regard to side effects which7110 olOctik.:.'Thr second problem to
confusion concerning the effectiveness of punishment. ./t'ts necessary to
consider both problems as background-before puggesting criteria. Theunpredictab lay of punishment and the oc rre ce of, side effects have been well
docume
generate tion oes,,in fact, Occur when. punishment"
,is app is . The person adminitteriss punts
talay, in fact, becomea seconus.
dary
irs
ility of effects can be intensified
Problems of 'wedge
uced,by factors such as the follovill:
,puntidiment.

-

a:

/

timing of smishient

.b." intensity of punishment
nature of punishment
%)

d./previous history of punishment
.

/' e.
\\-

,

f.

stetus of punisher
schedu e pf punishment

Any ne or more of these factors iaey/influence the outcomes of the
punts
nt. One might 4180 raise the same question of predictability aiOut
the ffects of positive reinforcement. If positive reinforcement is not
nistered.with certain temporal, parameters of the behavior being reinforced,
t mayNmell be that the teacher is'inadvatently reinforcing inappropriate
-behavior% The efforts of classroomteachere to administer positive reinforcepent are Often. confused by factors such as the mature of the reinforcing' event
being, inappropriate. Verbal praise may have neutral or negative valence
depending on the child and the situation. The quantity of positive reinforcement in classrooms is usually inadequate and schedules of classroom rri forcement are often confused, idconststent and generally ineffective

one\
If one analyzes laws governing. positive and negativareinforeeme
will finthat the laws for both are quite similar. If one wishes to question'
the ustof aversive stimuli on the,basts 4i unpredictability; one mi t also
ledge
question the use of-positive rein
ksent on the same basis. As k
undestrof behavioral principles .11111 pro
'se '-va,,,have. been able to reduc
, able outcomes resulting from

t

posit ve'aild-segefive
--..
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strategies.
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fectiveness of aversive stimultAr point
Data concerning the
i
increasingly ippressiv .yAvereive'stimolation may produce dr
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long- lasting ;changes in behavior.

If aversive stimulation is sufficiently.
intense, sudden,'and is scheduled properly,, the outcome can be-relatively
permanent behavioral change in desired directiobs.
Many of the early Concerns
about the transient nature of behavioral change tend not to have beensUbstan-

tiatedby the research of the llst.decade.
.
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At this point, it would be well to explore the more complex philosophical
and ethical kinds of questions which surround this topic. Assuming that
,.
aversive stimulation is effective and is the desired' therapeutic tool, Shrild

,

it-be"-applied-?--Itait-should-ba-.-applied.,when.and'howf_The_l!should".. dimension

*f the problem-is by far the mat complex.

-
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The use of physical fermi of punishment raises certain'legal kinds of
questions. At the present,time, the Supreme Court is considering *Case
which may result.in a mandate that children have legal counsel before being
plaCed innstitutionse The question is whether or not a child is entitled
to the.aame rights of choice'ai an adult. Ilimay well be, given a court
test, that it will eventually be dedideithaUchildren should 1:i...represented
by legal counsel before the use of iversivstimulation is permitted. The
sequence of legalprecedents which are emerging in special education certainly
suggests that a great deal of caution be exercised prior to the, establishment
of a program of aversive stimulation.,
Before applying aversive stimulation as a therapeutic tool, one should
first be certain that all positive forms of reinfoicement hive been, attempted,
and discarded. Have all other alternatives for behavioral change been exhausted
prior to intervention with versivestimuli. For humanistic and Practical
reasons, positive reinforcement should certainly'ne the primary therapeutic
tool.
,

One must. further question whether the nehiviors being trained or extinguished are behaviora.perceived to be good for'the indiVidual or simply' behaviors good for the organization. Wei must examine carefully-whether we are
attempting t ensure maximum development of individeal:potential or simply
ensuring a more'compliant and less troublesome child.- It is quite,posSible
that the courts will demand evidence that the behaviors-are, in fact, beg
developed as a means of-ensuringImptimum'growth of theChild.

One of the most perplexing and perhaps complei conerns involves appropriate controls over the administration of aversive stimulation. Are the
aversive stimuli being'applied es a, means of promoting individual behavior
change or are they simply an expression of the frustration or latent aggression
of the administrator? What qualifications should be considared minimal for an
individual authozlsed to apply aversive stimuli as a mode of behavioral change?
I recently heard about a program for the severely and profoundly handicapped
'here teachers fare armed with spray bottles of TabasCo sauce. The Tabasci
sauce was applied liberally to the tongue.of any individual who failed to
respond, in Waifs desired by the teacher or who responded in ways ehich the.
teacher deemed inappropriate. -Concerns about scheduling, intensity and
salaam variables 'which, in fact. modify the effectiveness of punishment
lieeited not to have been in evidence. Buddenness;d0peared to be the only

4

variable cons tently.observgd. I would have to raise very grave, and serious
questions'
t programs Which permit what I woad c insider to be rather injudicious
lication of aversive stimuli. Should
an individual demons ate
some dsgre of competence-and knowledge of gehav
al principles before be g
periitted o isle or perhapi lime* a technique such- as this?
I
uld fuitUr -suggest the Iikidft-able AI Editeinutag-ta- natty *6anttive e fectiveness of- positive and negative reinforcement on similar
aviors.
It ma well be that we will identify certain'types of behaviors wher positive
rein orcement tends to be more - effective than negative. U. also.ne
to deterni
whethhrthete are. certain typenof children who respond more
orably
to either positive or negative reinforcement.- It may well ke tha , for a
v riety of.reasons, aversive stimuli should be the method of cho ce with some
hildren for certain behaviors while positive.reinforcement-sh ld be used
with other.children for changing the sane behavior.
'.
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Host datt regardingthe eff
ationias been
iveness of aversive st
developed around twnclesses of
anted behaviors, npmaly self-4timulation and
self-destructive forms of behavi . Not unexpectedly, tb data has been used
..
on occasion to validate the u
nt strategies with the negative-reinfor
a wide variety of behaviors rielted to those Where
data Wes delteloped.
Quite likely, it has beenutied on some behaviors and with certain children ,.
where positive reinforcement would hive been more effective and efficient.
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I. have only suggeeted, a few of the many cautions which can be raised
'-.regarding the appropriateness of aversive forms of behavioral management. I
think it is,perhape equally importadt to point out the many occasions where
.v thil\form of therapy may be indicated. ,

.
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Generally, punishment leads to more rapid changes in behavior. At least
initially, punishment will quickly suppress unwanted behaviors. There may
well be situations where aversive stimulation paired with positive reinforcement will more efficiently lead to the development of new desired behaviors.
'Aversive stimulatiOn has frequently been used as a means of extinguish1f-destructive forme of behavior. It would appear that, where the
tion
of the individualis a concern, the'use of aversive stimulation
:
d cer
lordd. is it better to allow the child to.continue
be
structive foie f behavior rather than use a tool which can very
a
quic ly extinguish thos behavioral Is it better to allow an institutionalized
retarded child to b
is head to the point of death rather -than apply appromore humane to leave a child tied to a bed for five
prlite punishment? Is
or eighconsecutive year rather than extinguish the self-destructlie behaviors
,
which make restraint n
'nary?
ing

Aversive stimulation may be the treatment of last resort. In moot cases
in thn literature, the individual subjects had been tr atsd fdr extended
periods of.time With more traditional treatment method . Aversive'stimulation
was used only after every other form of treatment-had roven ineffective.
I realize that I may have failed to taise many of er questions and con/also
.aware of the incompletecerns which might be relevant to this topic.
ness of the discussion of some issues.-Rdinmer, I hope I have helped Create
-4-
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a climate whe a further inquiry is feasible. I have no wish to see severely
handicaOgIrd children exposed to a situation such as that
and profound
expetAenced y McMurphy and other participants in "Cuckoo's Nest". However,
I also hair no'wish to see'children.deprived of intervention strategies which
may be th r last, best hope for personal growth; It 4 in this spirit that
I hope
can continue to discuss this topic.
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